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DEAF FIXER UPPER
We had Mark and Lulu Sorenson come to Deaf Community 

Fellowship (DCF) in Raleigh for a workshop titled “Deaf Fixer Upper” 
with sections for teens, singles, and married couples. The first 
night was primarily a Q & A session. On Saturday, they started 
off with an activity of building a birdhouse as a team, with five 
tables with around four or five people per table. There were NO 
instructions given in the beginning, but after the allotted time was 
up, instructions were given and a photo included. After the activity, 
Mark had a Bible lesson relating to their feelings, teamwork, 
communication skills, figuring things out without instructions, 
warning signs and godly instructions. He used God’s Word and 
a skit to teach them about dating and marriage with the goal of 
inspiring them. The day ended with the men and women being split 
into two groups to discuss questions more relevant to their needs. 
On Sunday, both Mark and Lulu led the service. The Deaf left each 
day inspired, encouraged, and ready to apply what they’ve learned.

PRAISE GOD
Enter His gates with thanksgiving and His courts with praise. Give 
thanks to Him and praise His name. (Psalm 100:4, ESV)

We recently received an update from Tucson Deaf Christian 
Center (TDCC). They shared that before using the Chronological 
Bible Translation (CBT) their attendance was pretty low. After 
the training, they reported that their numbers are increasing 
steadily weekly with some visitors returning. Their dialogues 
are still active, and some questions are challenging the leader/
teachers to do more research for answers. They are becoming 
better teachers, more informed and better equipped for the next 
barrage of questions. Fifteen Deaf people attended the training, 
and the outcomes for that training were 2 leaders, 2 teachers, and 
2 evangelists.
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The Deaf Community Fellowship (DCF) in Raleigh, North Carolina, 
agreed to start livestreaming their service on Facebook Live about a 
year ago to reach Deaf people in their own state and other states who 
lived far from DCF with no Deaf churches in their areas. We wanted to 
provide God’s Word in a language they can understand. My teammate 
Cindy Knakal, my wife Arlene, and myself had set a goal of reaching 
190 Deaf in 2022 with the CBT. In April, doubt began to set in for us. 
God led us to 2 Corinthians 5:7 which says, “for we walk by faith, not 
by sight.” We prayed together, put it in His Hands, and trusted Him. 

Time passed and then suddenly, 
there was an explosion in 
attendance for Facebook Live 
on Sundays and for those who 
watched the recording later. We 
have exceeded the goal set for 
2022. Give God the glory for all 
He has done!! 

CALIFORNIA TENNESSEE
In our last newsletter, we said that we were planning to go to 
California. However, we are rescheduling for a later date as the 
pastor’s family experienced a sudden tragedy. Please keep them in 
your prayers. Instead, God led us to Kingsport, Tennessee, where 
there is only one Deaf church that meets once or twice a month due 
to limited funds for renting the current building. We couldn’t meet 
in-person with the pastor of the Deaf church due to a sudden illness. 
In lieu of that meeting, we visited a hearing church nearby and found 
out that the Deaf pastor had a previous meeting with the senior 
pastor about using a room in their building but due to communication 
barriers, a decision never occurred. I shared with 
the Pastor of Missions at that church about how 
imperative that the Deaf have a Deaf-led and Deaf 
taught church. He asked us to bridge the gap and 
assist with reconnecting the Deaf pastor and senior 
pastor in planning to provide a room for the Deaf 
church to be able to worship every Sunday.

PRAYER
REQUESTS:

• Praise God as 
my wife and I 
celebrated our 
45th wedding 
anniversary on 
November 11th. 

• Pray for the work 
in progress for 
the Chronological 
Bible Translation 
groups at Chapel 
Hill & Rocky Mount 
to launch later in 
2023.

• Pray as my co-
worker, my wife 
and I discuss plans 
for outreach for 
2023.
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